Web conferencing

[Enjoy business benefits]
1

Instant access over the internet without
software installation

2

Visual sharing on the move via tablets and
smartphones

3

Improved communication efficiency with
Arkadin’s superior audio quality

4

Cost-effective web solution with inclusive
video conferencing

5

24/7 live assistance from Arkadin’s award
winning customer service team

arkadin.com

Web conferencing made easy
Easily share your computer screen, documents, and
applications online in real-time so you can start
working with remote colleagues and partners in
seconds, wherever they are.
With its intuitive interface, Arkadin Anywhere is the
simple to use, all-in-one remote collaboration solution
for everyone.

Get started in one click and share visual information with
anyone, from anywhere, in real-time

Sharing documents has never been so simple with Arkadin Anywhere,
integrated with high-quality Arkadin Anytime audio conferencing

Intuitive user experience

Powerful collaboration tools

Affordable and reliable

– Instant access from your web
browser, with no download required

– Quickly share documents,
presentations, applications, or your
entire screen; also share via social
media

– Fast and scalable deployment with a
low cost of ownership

– Instant call-back for joining
conferences
– Outlook and Lotus toolbars provide
pre-populated conference invitations
– Local customer and technical support
available via embedded chat console

– Mobile integration for conferencing onthe-go via tablets and smartphones
– Hybrid audio conferencing, offering
VoIP and high-quality audio

– Confidently predict your cost with
flexible pricing plans

– Increase adoption with an optimized
end-to-end user experience
– Several layers of security delivering
robust, secure conferences

– Use built-in instant messaging to
communicate in private, a group
setting, or publicly

“Arkadin Anywhere was exactly what we needed, as it simply required an internet
connection to be accessed by users regardless of their technical environments. Arkadin
provides international toll-free numbers, has local operator support around the globe,
and was an established company with happy customers. It won our business because it
was the best solution for us at the time, and remains so now.”
Jesse Howard
Online Education Specialist, Quest International Users Group

Web conferencing

[Enjoy work, enjoy life, enjoy sharing]

